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Abstract: Background: In this review we survey medical treatments and research strategies, and we 
discuss why they have failed to cure degenerative disc diseases or even slow down the degenerative pro-
cess. 
Objective: We seek to stimulate discussion with respect to changing the medical paradigm associated 
with treatments and research applied to degenerative disc diseases. 
Method Proposal: We summarize a Biological Transformation therapy for curing chronic inflamma-
tions and degenerative disc diseases, as was previously described in the book Biological Transfor-
mations controlled by the Mind Volume 1. 
Preliminary Studies: A single-patient case study is presented that documents complete recovery from an 
advanced lumbar bilateral discopathy and long-term hypertrophic chronic rhinitis by application of the 
method proposed. 
Conclusion: Biological transformations controlled by the mind can be applied by men and women in 
order to improve their quality of life and cure degenerative disc diseases and chronic inflammations ill-
nesses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Domenico Felice Antonio Cotugno reported the earliest 
research on lumbar disk hernia in the late 18th Century. His 
seminal work stimulated research by several French and 
German neurologists.  

However, treatments were undertaken only in the begin-
ning of the 20th Century, notably by Hermann Oppenheim  
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and Fedor Krause. They performed surgical procedures on 
disc hernias that are followed even today [1]. Contributing to 
the increasing prevalence of disc herniation is greater life 
expectancy, which has risen to new heights: almost double 
since the Middle Ages [2].  

Concomitantly, the number of Degenerative Disc Disease 
(DDD) cases have increased throughout the world and 
warrant immediate, sustained attention. The costs of 
healthcare for DDD in the United States alone total more 
than $90 billion dollars annually [3]. UK costs exceed £251 
million pounds annually. Australia spends more than 9 
billion dollars per year [4-6]. 
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The main problem associated with DDD has been 
presented as a chart in Fig. (1). The vertical scale is from 
macroscopic to nanoscopic and, finally, to invisible. The 
problems seen on the body level are generated at the tissue 
level. In turn, tissue level changes are generated by the 
extracellular level, which is a result of an outcome of 
intracellular changes. Molecular level changes modify the 
intracellular changes. 

Molecular level changes may be affected by potential 
mind-level changes, which are invisible and can only be in-
ferred. Thus, the complexity of DDD justifies the unusual 
object of study since DDD has implications in clinical, bio-
chemical, histochemical and immunological investigations. 

More unknown causes of DDD could be investigated due 
to the advancement of modern diagnostic technology. In this 
review, attempts have been made to introduce new enhanced 
physiology of the body, which is capable of creating a self-
healing mechanism. 

 
Fig. (1). Multilevel characteristics of degenerative disc diseases. 

2. THE CAUSE AND EFFECT CHAIN IN DEGENER-
ATIVE DISC DISEASE 

Fig. (2) illustrates the chronological history of the cause 
and effect chain, proposed medical treatments, and research 
strategies for DDD. These have been common in various 
combinations for the past 100 years. 

All vertical black arrows indicate a cause-effect pair, for 
example (b) pointing toward (a), (c) pointing toward (b) and 
so on. In reality, none of these are proved to be the ultimate 
cause of DDD: they remain unsolved or unknown. However, 

from a didactical point of view, there is a need to elaborate 
some causal or correlational relationships to help guide 
medication and other treatments. All horizontal gray arrows, 
from right to left, indicate the known or proposed strategies. 
All horizontal black arrows indicate the effects coming from 
one single method, named Biological Transformations 
Controlled by the Mind (BTCM), based on a single case 
published study [7]. 

2.1. The Present Conventional Treatments Problem of 
the Degenerative Disc Disease 

In the past century, surgery has been the most common 
treatment for advanced stages of DDD. In Fig. (2), surgery is 
shown as number (1), along with physiotherapy and electro-
therapy. These can be categorized as invasive and noninva-
sive methods, respectively. Noninvasive methods are less 
effective and require long-term use. Invasive methods are 
fast and more effective, but they also entail some risks and 
side-effects. 

 
Fig. (2). The influence of biological transformations controlled by 
the mind over the cause and effect chain, from (a) to (g), in Degen-
erative Disc Disease, and the known medical treatments and other 
research strategies, from (1) to (7). 

2.1.1. Invasive Methods 

Surgical procedures include, without limitation, surgical 
implants, total disc replacements, devices for intervertebral 
assisted motion, disc arthroplasty, lumbar spine fusion, and 
so forth.  

Some studies have highlighted the effects of psychosocial 
factors on pain levels and depression before and after sur-
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gery in patients with degenerative lumbar and cervical verte-
bral disc disease [8]. We conclude that there is an association 
between social and demographic factors, pain perception, 
and depression that may persist despite surgical treatment for 
degenerative vertebral disc disease [8]. 

It is known that, even if surgery is considered successful, 
postoperative infections or allergic reactions to anesthesia 
are causes of increased morbidity, mortality, and cost [9]. 
Another study indicated that the extent of preoperative de-
pression in patients is a predictor of functional outcome and 
patients’ dissatisfaction, which is especially significant after 
revision surgery [10, 11]. 

There had been reported post-surgery complications, 
such as broken titanium screws that can irritate the nerve 
root or penetrate the endplate [12]. Researchers reported that 
more than 10% of cases had post-surgical complications, out 
of a population of 2233 consecutive patients treated for sub-
axial cervical disorders.  

Other studies related to lumbosacral post-surgical com-
plications revealed that the most common problems were 
late-onset discomfort or pain related to a pseudarthrosis or 
perhaps to the screws. These were associated with 1102 
(23.0%) of the screws, used in 222 (24.3%) of the proce-
dures. The symptoms necessitated the removal of the instru-
mentation with or without repair of the pseudarthrosis. A 
pseudarthrosis was found during 46 (20.7%) of the 222 pro-
cedures [13]. 

When surgery has been performed near the spine and 
spinal cord, there are other kinds of post-surgical complica-
tions that can be serious. Examples include thrombo-
phlebitis (blood clots forming following many types of sur-
gical procedures); hardware fracture of metal screws, plates, 
and rods before complete healing; implant migration; spinal 
cord injury during surgery; sexual dysfunction; pseudarthro-
sis’ and many others [14]. 

In advanced stages of DDD, conventional surgery does 
not stop or even retard intervertebral disc degeneration. In 
simplest terms, it does not cure the disease. After performing 
a surgical intervention on a pair of degenerate discs, other 
discs may begin to show degenerative signs and often under-
go degeneration. Finally, none of the known invasive medi-
cal procedures cure DDD. 
2.1.2. The Noninvasive Non-pharmacological Methods 

The group of noninvasive non-pharmacological methods 
is known as physiotherapy and includes a diverse array of 
rehabilitation techniques. Electrical stimulation therapies are 
used to calm pain and stimulate muscles to prevent atrophy. 
The most common electrotherapies are ultrasound therapy 
(however, analgesic effect of ultrasound is still under discus-
sion [15]), electrical muscle stimulation, neuro-muscular 
electrical stimulation, and transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation [16]. 

None of these methods cure DDD. Their effect is focused 
on pain relief. The International Association for the Study of 
Pain had been created for the specific propose of focusing 
worldwide research on pain management, especially muscu-
loskeletal pain. One of the most common causes of musculo-
skeletal pain is nerve root compression during lumbar disc 

herniation, often accompanied by fibrous ring rupture and 
nucleus pulposus herniation.  

All previously mentioned methods can reduce the pain 
degree, relieve the clinical symptoms and signs, improve the 
peripheral ROS level, and prevent the oxidative damage of 
myocardial tissues and other complications [17]. 

Other physical therapies, based on the use of mechanical 
force and movement (bio-mechanics or kinesiology), manual 
therapy, exercise therapy, and others can improve mobility. 
With the associated improved function, these are known to 
have positive effects on patient quality of life.  

Statistical studies highlighted high levels of satisfaction 
with all components of physiotherapy treatment, except cost. 
Patients otherwise provide valuable feedback regarding their 
physiotherapy treatment for musculoskeletal pain [18]. 

This outcome should not be overestimated because in 
other cases physical therapists encounter patients who are 
competent but reluctant to mobilize. This situation leaves the 
physical therapist in an ethical dilemma: either accept the 
patient's right to refuse treatment or utilize other strategies 
(likely known to be less effective) to encourage the patient to 
follow a treatment plan [19]. 

Other manual therapies for pain relief include chiroprac-
tic manipulation and massage. Results depend upon the ad-
vancement of DDD. Success is more likely in an early stage 
of DDD. Sadly, most patients are not aware of the early 
signs of DDD onset and do not have routine medical check-
ups. Despite various efforts to improve diagnosis and best 
healthcare procedures, and despite lifespan increases, lower 
back pain has not been cured. 

The positive effects of manual and mechanical therapies 
have been overestimated worldwide, as evidenced in popular 
and peer-reviewed articles. The word “cure” is not claimed. 
Instead, treatment is focused on symptoms, not on the under-
lying disease process. Absent curing the disease, symptoms 
invariably return sooner or later. The literature does not have 
sufficient analytical or methodological studies for manual 
therapies. The longer the use of manual therapies, the less 
effective and beneficial they are on the patient's life [20]. 

Some scientists have used meta-analysis to compare the 
effectiveness of manual therapies in treating low back pain. 
They concluded that, of 84% acute pain variance, 81% was 
from nonspecific factors and 3% from treatment. No treat-
ment for acute pain exceeded placebos effectiveness [21]. 

This lack of effect does not preclude the use of manual 
therapies on DDD patients because the same study notes that 
treatments serve to motivate, reassure, and calibrate patient 
expectations. Thus, manual therapies may reduce medication 
and augment self-care. Exercise with authoritative support is 
an effective strategy for acute and chronic low back pain 
[21]. 

An important problem in approaching low back pain is 
the lack of clear diagnosis. Some researchers believe that the 
treatments offered to the patients tend to produce small ef-
fects, often only in the short-term, and none appear to be 
effective with respect to long-term prognosis [22]. 
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However, DDD is not inevitably degenerative in all cas-
es. The Institute for Chronic Pain presented several cases of 
DDD that indicate disc herniation may not occur with the 
passage of time, even if the patients fail to get better. This 
finding is contrary to what is expected, namely that the con-
dition becomes more problematic. It has been found that the 
larger the disc herniation, the more it reduced [23]. A signif-
icant percentage of DDD patients without back pain did not 
get worse, while DDD often progresses in those with back 
pain. 

Additionally, lumbar-related endplate changes are part of 
the DDD category. It has been observed that in few cases, 
patients with significant changes visible on magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) did not get worse; in a few cases, 
DDD even reversed back to normal [24-26]. These interest-
ing findings should stimulate more research, despite the few 
or single cases because they might unlock a regenerative 
mechanism. Cases like these could help us understand DDD 
and how to cure them, instead of reducing symptoms. 

2.2. The Chronic Inflammation Problem in Degenerative 
Disc Disease 

About 2,000 years ago, Celsus, a Roman encyclopedist, 
defined inflammation in terms of calor, dolor, rubor, and 
tumor (heat, pain, redness, and swelling). Virchow added 
disturbance of function, functio laesa. 

In their quest for a cure for DDD, scientists have found 
that degeneration of an intervertebral disc releases inflamma-
tory proteins. These proteins, in turn, cause irritation of the 
surrounding nerves of the intervertebral disc. Although acute 
inflammation is a healthy response, it should subside in a 
few days. Anything longer than that is considered to be 
chronic inflammation and is a sign that the body is not heal-
ing properly [27]. 

Despite common knowledge that inflammation is not a 
cause of DDD, millions of patients are treated with at least 
three pharmaceutical groups of drugs. The first group is 
known as Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs). 
These NSAIDs, such as Diclofenac, Ketonal, Voltaren, Ibu-
profen, Piroxicam, and Naproxen, are known to have posi-
tive effects on pain relief, but long-term use has potential 
drawbacks, including risks of cardiovascular, gastrointesti-
nal, and kidney problems [28]. 

For long-term use, NSAIDs are often prescribed with 
muscle relaxants, such as Clorzoxazone, Lorzone, Parafon 
Forte DSC. This group of drugs exhibits side effects, such as 
drowsiness, malaise, light-headedness, fainting, blurred vi-
sion, confusion, nausea, urinary retention, and gastrointesti-
nal bleeding [29]. 

The third group of medications often is added to prevent 
or reduce the side effects of the first two groups. These act as 
gastric bandages. Examples include Ranitidine, Zantac, and 
Nizatidine. Ranitidine reduces the amount of acid secreted 
by the stomach, which may prevent stomach ulcers caused 
by NSAIDs [30]. Again, long-term therapy may induce other 
side effects such as constipation, diarrhea, dizziness, drowsi-
ness, headache, nausea, trouble sleeping, and vomiting [31-
34]. 

Moreover, taking these drugs will neither cure nor slow 
the progression of DDD. Their long-term side effects may 
create other health problems. While none of these drugs have 
negative health effects in the short-term use, DDD patients, 
especially those suffering from severe low back pain, may 
take them daily for months or years. In some cases, their 
effectiveness as pain relief diminishes over time. Long-term 
use has been shown to be harmful in several other cases, not 
just DDD. 

Analyzing (Fig. 2), we conclude that DDD is currently 
treated using the methods labeled in rectangles (1) and (2). A 
direct approach is indicated within the rectangle (1) and an 
indirect, purely symptomatic approach is indicated within the 
rectangle (2). The arrow pointing towards rectangle (b) is 
associated mainly with reducing inflammation. 

2.3. Extracellular Matrix Degradation in Degenerative 
Disc Disease 

It is a fundamental tenet of medicine that the sooner a 
problem is detected, the greater the chance of healing is. As 
advanced medical imagistic techniques were developed, sci-
entists began to explore cellular behavior within the interver-
tebral discs. In DDD cases, chronic inflammation is com-
monly observed, but inflammation does not lead to DDD, as 
noted above. 

The third level of medical approach indicated in Fig. (2) 
relates to extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation. Some 
theories postulate that DDD is a natural process associated 
with aging. However, there are far too many cases of young-
er patients with DDD. In addition, the multi-level character-
istics of this process demonstrate acceleration greater than 
aging alone. 

The main problem of ECM degradation in DDD is the 
loss of mechanical properties of the collagen network. This 
results in the impairment of the anulus fibrosus (AF) to resist 
forces delivered by compression of the disc [35]. 

Intervertebral disc degeneration also leads to the loss of 
disc matrix material, loss of chondrocyte-like cells of the 
nucleus pulpous (which leads to reduced structural integrity), 
hydration modification, decreased mechanical capacity, an-
giogenesis, and innervations modifications associated with 
the decrease of disc height, producing pain. The pain, in turn, 
reduces the patient’s quality of life [36-39]. 

These points notwithstanding, ECM degradation is not 
beyond self-healing. Studies have shown that herniated discs 
from patients of various ages are able to produce vimentin, a 
structural protein responsible for maintaining cell integrity. 
If the cells from AF and nucleus pulposus (NP) are vimentin 
immune-positive, then the self-healing mechanism of the 
disc cells is producing oxytalan fibers to replace the disrupt-
ed elastic fibers. It had been demonstrated that injured inter-
vertebral discs have endogenous resources that can stem the 
DDD progression by using oxytalan fibers. In addition, the 
induction of apoptosis suggests an increased cell turnover in 
response to repair needs [40]. 

Another cause for ECM degradation is the long-term lack 
of nuclear paraspeckle assembly transcript 1 (NEAT1) gene 
expression in the NP cells. According to several scientists, 
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the NEAT1-induced ECM degradation may involve 
ERK1/2-MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinases, original-
ly called ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinases) signal-
ing. NEAT1 produces a long non-coding ribonucleic acid 
(LncRNA). Thus, NEAT1 and LncRNA may represent a 
novel molecular target for intervertebral disc degeneration 
treatment by preventing NP ECM degradation [41]. But if 
other genes are expressed, such as micro-ribonucleic acid-
132 (miR-132), also found in NP cells, then it promotes 
ECM degradation in human NP cells by direct targeting of 
growth differentiation factor 5 (GDF5). Hence, miR-132 
represents a potential therapeutic target in the treatment of 
degenerative disc disease [42]. These studies have shown 
evidence that, in vivo, inhibiting the miR-132 gene attenuat-
ed the ECM degradation, as indicated by the value of quanti-
tative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) blood test. 

To stimulate ECM synthesis and stop degradation, a nov-
el hypothetical approach had been proposed that is correlated 
with a single-patient case study. The notion is that transform-
ing growth factor beta 1 (TGF-β1) from seminal plasma se-
cretions may contribute to releasing the osteogenic protein-1 
(OP-1) that induces NP and AF cells in intervertebral discs 
for repairs [43-45]. 

It has been suggested that biological transformations con-
trolled by the mind (BTCM) might naturally stimulate the 
release of the OP-1 without additional biochemical agents 
[43]. But for the patients who are unable to self-educate this 
novel physiology, the biochemical hypothesis might provide 
a possible cure for DDD. Transforming growth factor beta 
(TGF-β) belonging to TGF superfamily, is a multifunctional 
cytokine which has been shown to function as a chemoat-
tractant [46-49]. It can regulate the synthesis or degradation 
of ECM [44, 50-56] and have key roles in the regulation of 
inflammatory processes [52-54]. 

Within the TGF-β family, other proteins have been dis-
covered, such as growth differentiation factor 11 (GDF11) 
[57]. It declines with age and has been shown to play a role 
in tissue and muscle regeneration [58]. It has been called The 
Molecular Fountain of Youth. However, there is some skep-
ticism that questions the claimed therapeutic effectiveness in 
lab animals [59]. 

It is known that GDF11 is important for the nervous and 
other organ systems, and may regulate aging. GDF11 protein 
is encoded by the corresponding GDF11 gene. This means 
that the human body already contains all of the tools neces-
sary for ECM repair and tissue regeneration. The GDF11 
gene is highly expressed in three tissues: the brain, the en-
dometrium (part of the female reproductive system), and the 
prostate gland (part of the male reproductive system) [60]. 

The semen plasma and the endometrium contain insulin-
like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), insulin-like growth factor-
binding proteins (IGFBP), beta-nerve growth factor (NGF) 
and placental protein 14 (PP14). IGF-1 itself induces vascu-
lar endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression, thus pro-
moting angiogenesis. Seminal plasma also regulates vascular 
function [61]. 

Liver growth factor (LGF) is an albumin-bilirubin with 
hepatic mitogen activity. Its concentration increases marked-
ly in the presence of any type of liver injury, and it shows in 

vivo therapeutic biological activity at extrahepatic sites. LGF 
had been found in the testes and may be related to spermato-
genesis and Leydig cell physiology, since there is no active 
angiogenesis in the adult male. At present, researchers have 
not found a way to stimulate and transfer these transforming 
growth factors to promote ECM repair and tissue regenera-
tion to cure DDD. 

Our hypothesis regarding BTCM may hold the key for 
naturally transferring all these growth factors from semen 
and endometrium within the blood / lymph stream, providing 
the chance for self-healing. Once activated using the power 
of the conscious mind, the biological transformation process 
continues automatically, subconsciously controlled, transfer-
ring seminal fluid compounds and mitochondria toward oth-
er tissues and somatic cells of the entire body. 

Activating or injecting precise quantities of these growth 
factors and proteins is risky and could result in serious prob-
lems. While BTCM can do this automatically, a therapeutic 
procedure cannot. To function properly with maximum effi-
ciency, these special molecular complexes must be produced 
continuously and delivered to the cells in need. Once male 
individuals start to recirculate their seminal fluids and wom-
en no longer lose their endometrium and menstrual fluids 
(which is the essence of BTCM) all of these TGF proteins 
become available automatically. They contribute to tissue 
rejuvenation-repair or regeneration. A more complete meth-
odology will be described in the second volume of this pub-
lication [7]. 

2.4. Adenosine Triphosphate Depletion and Decreased 
Adenosine Triphosphate Synthesis in Degenerative Disc 
Disease 

In Fig. (2) the fourth level of the medical approach is in-
dicated in a rectangle (4). Studies on ECM synthesis have 
led scientists to conclude that degeneration is caused by the 
inability to maintain extracellular matrix integrity. Extracel-
lular matrix synthesis is related closely to the production of 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (i.e., energy) by the cells [62]. 
According to the scientific paper entitled ATP Promotes the 
Extracellular Matrix Biosynthesis of Intervertebral Disc 
Cells, the authors concluded, based on animal cell cultures, 
that the ATP metabolism mediated by compressive loading 
and extracellular ATP accumulation, could be a potential 
pathway that regulates crucial biological activities in the 
intervertebral disc degeneration [63]. 

It is well known that maintenance of the ECM is a pro-
cess that requires glucose and oxygen consumption to pro-
duce energy in the form of ATP. It has been discovered that 
some metabolic agents may enhance ATP production, such 
as glucose, oxygen, pyruvate, creatine, and Acetyl-L-
Carnitine which improve cognitive functions. These agents 
are involved in generating ATP for the cell. The use of met-
abolic agents is a noninvasive method based on an appropri-
ate diet [64]. 

These results may lead to a better quality of life and long-
term cognitive performance improvement. Nutritional fac-
tors, in conjunction with other physical or chemical factors, 
affect epigenetic control, modulating gene expression for 
prevent or cure during the early stages of DDD. Advanced 
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cases may be ameliorated [65]. However, other factors, such 
as behavioral, could have a stronger influence on DDD that 
can be offset by a simple diet adjustment. Lifestyle and diet 
should be adjusted together to achieve better results. 

2.5. Mitochondrial Dysfunction with no Pathogenic 
mtDNA Mutations in Degenerative Disc Disease 

Another approach presented in Fig. (2), is indicated in a 
rectangle (5). ATP depletion or decreased ATP synthesis is 
correlated with mitochondrial function. Mitochondria are 
organelle known to be responsible for catalyzing the prod-
ucts of ATP that support most cell functions. Mitochondrial 
medicine has had amazing development in the past decade. 
Many degenerative diseases are associated with mitochon-
dria behavior within the cells. 

Based on the previous studies [62, 63], it has been found, 
using lab mice, that damaged mitochondria are replaceable 
with the condition of having their mitochondrial deoxyribo-
nucleic acid (mtDNA) unaffected. Therefore, in the scientific 
paper entitled Mesenchymal Stem Cells Transfer Mitochon-
dria to the Cells with Virtually no Mitochondrial Function 
but not With Pathogenic mtDNA Mutations, the authors 
concluded that human mesenchymal stem cells can transfer 
mitochondria to the cells with severely compromised func-
tion. The mitochondrial transfer is limited only by near total 
absence of mitochondrial function in the target [66, 67]. 

Other studies have demonstrated mitochondria transfer 
through vesicles. This finding highlights the idea that mito-
chondria are more dynamic than previously believed: Mito-
chondria or mtDNA can move between cells [68]. 

In the previously mentioned single-patient case study [7], 
the patient had a complete recovery from an advanced stage 
of lumbar bilateral discopathy. This therapeutic benefit can 
be related to a hypothetical model in which AF and NP cells 
might have lost their ATP production due to a total loss of 
mitochondrial activity with no other pathogenic mtDNA 
mutations. If this were true, then ATP production in AF and 
NP cells had been restarted via BTCM. If this hypothesis 
were verified using experiments on the patient, then BTCM 
can be related to transferring new, fully functional mito-
chondria from the patient’s sperm cells to the other cells in 
need throughout the body.  

The only way such transfer could be possible is through 
vesicles. The discovery of inter- and intra-cellular vesicle 
transport has been demonstrated by Rothman, Schekman, 
and Südhof, who won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Med-
icine 2013 [69]. 

Experimental in vivo studies performed on mice also 
demonstrated mitochondria transfer using bone-marrow–
derived stromal cells to repair tissue injury elsewhere. This 
finding suggests that rescue of injured cells through mito-
chondrial transfer may be an important process in curing 
many diseases. This conjecture is further supported by con-
clusive evidence that cells can communicate through the 
transfer of vesicles and particles carrying lipids, proteins, 
micro-ribonucleic acid (miRNA), messenger ribonucleic acid 
(mRNA), and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [70]. 

Mitochondrial transfer is now recognized as a natural bi-
ological process that takes place in all mammals, including 
humans. As a consequence, donor cells, such as mesenchy-
mal stem cells and fibroblasts can donate their organelles 
(i.e. mitochondria) for the benefit of other cells in need [71].  

BTCM aims to highlight that sperm cells can play the 
role of donor cells for the benefit of other cells. There are 
extensive research findings regarding mitochondria, such as 
metabolic reprogramming (using mitochondrial transfer from 
stem cells) [72], immune response after acute injury [73-75], 
and mitochondrial extrusion, which allows the release of 
mitochondria or mitochondrial components from cells under 
specific conditions [76]. 

Recently, it has been proposed that a new approach for 
patients who require mitochondria transfer should be given 
Mitochondrial Replacement Therapy (MRT). MRT, also 
known as a mitochondrial donation, is based on the replace-
ment of mitochondria in damaged tissue to restore the tissue 
to its functional state.  

Unfortunately, mitochondria that come from a third party 
present a risk of epigenetic modification to DNA in the nu-
cleus and mitochondria, caused by the procedure itself or by 
mito-nuclear interactions. MRT is experimental, but there is 
actually an extensive, but largely overlooked, body of exper-
imental evidence that indicates mito-nuclear interactions are 
important in determining health outcomes in humans [77-
90]. There also is evidence for mito-nuclear incompatibilities 
following a similar procedure of somatic cell nuclear transfer 
in cattle [91, 92]. We conclude that artificial methods for 
mitochondria transfer are not yet proved safe and, therefore, 
are not advisable. 

The authors of the BTCM book strongly suggested that 
BTCM has many advantages that might provide new and 
heretofore unknown physiological mechanisms that contrib-
ute to increasing ATP synthesis in the AP and NF cells. In 
turn, these restored the function of ECM and stopped further 
degradation, as well as completely reducing various inflam-
mations throughout the entire body. The single-patient case 
study reported that the patient had rhinitis for 15 years that 
was incurable with current pharmaceutical medications, but 
was cured by the BTCM method. 

2.6. Telomere Shortening in Degenerative Disc Disease 

The next research strategy for approaching DDD has 
been represented in Fig. (2), rectangle (6). Blackburn, Grei-
der, and Szostak won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Med-
icine 2009 for their finding that chromosomes are protected 
by telomeres and the action of telomerase enzyme. Since this 
discovery, a new branch of medicine known as telomerase-
based medicine has shown promise. Beyond any reasonable 
doubt, the aging phenomenon, tissue and cell degeneration, 
and telomere length are closely related to each other. Telo-
mere shortening may be a direct link to any degenerative 
process. 

Beyond mitochondria functions in cells, an entire range 
of physiological processes are directly correlated (although 
not necessarily causally related) to telomere length. World-
wide research is underway to elucidate the role of disc cell 
senescence in intervertebral disc degeneration. According to 
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several researchers, senescent disc cells accelerate the pro-
cess of intervertebral disc degeneration via their aberrant 
paracrine effects that cause senescence of neighboring cells 
and enhance matrix catabolism and inflammation [93]. 

It also has been confirmed that telomerase activity is in-
hibited or destroyed in the degenerating intervertebral disc 
cells. Therefore, the cells cannot maintain chromosome bal-
ance, leading to continuous shortening of the telomere in the 
replication process and promoting cell senescence and inter-
vertebral disc degeneration [94-96]. 

A congress presentation of DDD, which took place in 
September 05-06, 2018 Auckland, New Zealand, had been 
mentioned in the Journal of Spine. Bill Andrews, the Presi-
dent and CEO of Sierra Sciences in Reno, Nevada, USA, 
also Advisor for Libella Gene Therapeutics in New Zealand, 
wrote that DDD correlates positively with the shortening of 
telomeres in intervertebral disc cells. The role of telomere 
shortening in aging related syndromes is called telomeropa-
thies [97]. Regarding the biomolecular therapy for disc re-
generation, Andrews added that recent breakthroughs in gene 
therapy, especially using vectors derived from the Adeno 
Associated Virus, have enabled means of delivering genes to 
human cells in a manner that is far safer than ever seen pre-
viously [97]. 

Other novel gene therapies have been proposed by Pro-
fessor Michael Fossel of Stanford University in his most 
recent book, The Telomerase Revolution [98]. In his opin-
ion, the telomere theory of aging can be associated with the 
functioning of mitochondria as follows: The mitochondria – 
which are the key to cellular energy - become fewer. Con-
comitantly, each of them individually becomes less effective. 
An overall decline in available energy - especially ATP - 
results from decreases in the protein turnover within the mi-
tochondria. This is because most of the mitochondrial pro-
teins depend on gene expression within the nucleus, and 
gene expression has slowed with aging. Accompanying these 
changes, the mitochondria show decreases in their oxygen 
uptake and in the activity of the enzymes responsible for 
oxidation. This is predictable: as protein turnover slows, the 
available proteins are more likely to be damaged proteins 
[98]. This description clearly illustrates the influence of te-
lomere length vis-à-vis mitochondria function, thereby 
demonstrating a very good correlation. 

Other gene therapies, such as biomolecular or cell-based 
therapies, and other medical strategies, including inter-
vertebral disc replacement, might provide positive results in 
the near future. Several authors have opined that the inherent 
multi-factorial nature of DDD presents a challenge for opti-
mal treatment strategies: biomechanical, immunologic, envi-
ronmental, and genetic factors influence DDD, and their 
complex interactions have yet to be understood [99]. 

There are many debates and proposals for genetic therapy 
treatments, but most of these studies are still awaiting results 
from animal models experiments or toxicity tests. However, 
the effects of rejuvenation of derma, good health, and slower 
aging have been observed in the BTCM single-patient case 
study. However, telomere shortening is not the cause of 
DDD. 

2.7. Dysfunctional Lifestyle - Mind and Body Behavior in 
Degenerative Disc Disease 

Another approach to DDD treatment is shown in Fig. (2), 
rectangle (7). Although often neglected by patients and phy-
sicians, a dysfunctional lifestyle should be considered a ma-
jor cause of low back pain and DDD. Several publications 
have tried to raise public awareness over the past three dec-
ades. The Newsletter of the American Institute of Stress, vol. 
2, no. 7, 1989 on the 2nd International Montreux Congress on 
Stress, stated that almost 90 percent of patients with low 
back problems also had a history of other stress-related com-
plaints. These included tension and migraines, heartburn, 
peptic ulcers, colitis, spastic colon, allergies, and other 
stress-induced disorders [100]. In his book on back pain, Dr. 
John Sarno wrote that when patients were treated more holis-
tically there was an obvious improvement in the results of 
treatment. Sarno suggested it furthermore was possible to 
predict which patients would do well and which might not 
[101]. 

In the past few years, new discoveries have shown that 
chronic stress has a direct influence on telomere shortening. 
According to Elissa Epel from the University of California-
San Francisco –who also directs the Center for Aging, Me-
tabolism, and Emotion– the two most significant factors are 
chronological aging and genetics. Nevertheless, stress is one 
of the most consistent predictors of shorter telomere length 
... the type of stress determines how big its effect is [102].  

Other studies have presented evidence that psychological 
stress –both perceived stress and chronicity of stress– is sig-
nificantly associated with higher oxidative stress, lower te-
lomerase activity, and shorter telomere length. These factors 
are known determinants of cell senescence and longevity 
[103]. Many scientific papers highlighted the link between 
stress, telomere length, inflammations and other environ-
mental factors [104-113]. 

For various stressors, mindfulness [114-120], meditation 
[121-123], and relaxation techniques are useful in overcom-
ing or mitigating the adverse consequences. But for chronic 
DDD, more profound changes are required (which also are 
used in BTCM). These include balanced raw food, theoreti-
cal training, respect for the word and truth, pacing breath, 
and life consciousness [7]. In addition, BTCM is useful in 
reducing chronic inflammations and headaches. As illustrat-
ed in Fig. (2), using horizontal black arrows, BTCM can 
manifest a positive influence on all 7 stages of cause and 
effect chain in DDD. Behavioral psychology could reduce 
the impact of DDD, but BTCM implies that the psychic and 
the physiological must work together to achieve homeostasis 
along with an adequate diet and lifestyle. 

Psychosomatic medicine (PM), also known as consulta-
tion-liaison psychiatry, has proved useful with comorbidity 
of psychiatric and medical problems. The patient is taught to 
understand his emotional trauma stress and his somatic prob-
lems before applying BTCM method. Earlier studies sug-
gested that behavioral methods are helping individuals to 
self-manage low back pain through relaxation techniques 
and various coping techniques (such as visualization) [124]. 

In Fig. (2), it is shown that there are opportunities within 
grasp for introducing BTCM more widely. It is a novel self-
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educated approach to physiology as well as a new branch of 
physiology that uses all available bodily resources (such as 
sperm fluids or ova menstrual fluids, female squirts, and 
ejaculation fluids) in order to help the body slow down aging 
and degeneration, which may cure DDD and other chronic 
inflammations that jeopardize world health. 

3. A NOVEL SELF-EDUCATED PHYSIOLOGY FOR 
CURING CHRONIC INFLAMMATIONS AND AD-
VANCED LUMBAR DISCOPATHY 

According to conventional medicine, the bad news is that 
while many treatment options exist, there is no cure for dis-
cogenic pain and DDD is not reversible [125]. However, in 
this paper, we have proposed BTCM as a new approach, 
demonstrated via a single-patient case study, which can re-
verse disc degeneration, revitalize the entire body, and cure 
inflammations without medication. The impact of BTCM is 
not that it halts degeneration, but instead, it creates a contra-
process in opposition to degeneration, which we call the 
High-Speed Regeneration Process (HSRP). 

3.1. Hypothesis About the Influence of Biological Trans-
formations Controlled by the Mind in Self-Healing 

BTCM aims to establish a relationship between classical 
medical science and an undiscovered or poorly understood 
biochemical and biophysical mechanisms of the human 
body. BTCM entails a new lifestyle, a natural healing meth-
od, and a philosophy of life. BTCM proposes a novel under-
standing of the seminal fluids and reproductive cells, adding 
a new role beyond the ones accepted by science (e.g., per-
petuation of the species, psychological relief, and entertain-
ment). The newly discovered role of the mixture of sub-
stances and cells can provide vital new resources to support 
other somatic cells in need. 

According to classical medical science, male ejaculation 
is a regular necessity, notwithstanding the inherent drive for 
procreation. In contrast, non-ejaculation is a medical condi-
tion that requires treatment. A review of the PubMed data-
base found that papers analyzing semen loss are associated 
exclusively with sexually transmitted diseases or sexual 
health and dysfunction. All of them present cultural and reli-
gious aspects that can be traced from India, without empha-
sis on the benefits of semen transformation that are common 
knowledge but without scientific background [126]. 

Studies confirmed that semen plasma in 1 ejaculation 
contains the following substances: amino acids, citrate, en-
zymes, flavonoids, fructose, proteins, vitamins, zinc, acid 
phosphatase, citric acid, fibrinolysis substances, proteolytic 
enzymes, oxytocin, cholesterol and other major phospholipid 
classes, along with 200-500 million sperm cells [127]. 

BTCM aims to recirculate all these precious substances 
in the blood and lymph streams, when there are no more 
needs of procreation within an intimate relationship. Until 
this single-patient case study, we had no evidence of any 
beneficial outcome of the BTCM, until the patient had suc-
cessfully cured three incurable defined medical conditions: 
a) 15-year-old case of bilateral lumbar L4–L5 DDD, b) 15-
year-old case of hypertrophic chronic rhinitis and c) 25-year-
old case of severe headaches and migraines. 

The only logical observation was that, before BTCM, 
these conditions were incurable. Yet in fewer than 9 months 
from the start of BTCM, the patient’s hypertrophic chronic 
rhinitis and migraines were cured and in less than 6 years his 
bilateral lumbar L4–L5 DDD was cured. The patient remains 
healthy 13 years after beginning BTCM. Several medical 
documents substantiate these claims. Clearly, these outcomes 
must have a scientific explanation, which we propose in the 
following hypotheses. 

3.2. Hypothesis about the Physiological Mechanism of 
Biological Transformations Controlled by the Mind 

In order to create 5 ml of seminal plasma, the male body 
needs to collect resources from food and marrow. BTCM 
aims to recirculate seminal fluid compounds into the blood 
and lymph streams. These compounds may contribute to 
several vital substances in the regeneration processes. 

During BTCM, the patient needed at least five times less 
solid food per day; but consumed more liquids and water 
than before starting BTCM. That could be related to the sup-
plemental of amino acids, citrate, enzymes, flavins, fructose, 
cholesterol and proteins provided by the seminal plasma. 

During BTCM, some of the seminal compounds could 
have a positive influence on the brain, enhancing its capacity 
to use mind power to heal diseases [128]. It also is known 
that ordinary people or patients, with no self-educated 
BTCM, can heal some illnesses using their mind power. 
However, in this single-patient case study, the patient practi-
tioner required only four hours of sleep per night, and it had 
no adverse effects on his brain for more than 13 years since 
he started BTCM. 

A audacious hypothesis, which needs to be tested, pro-
poses that, during BTCM, the reproductive cells have been 
broken into small pieces and parts (such as acrosome, en-
zymes, mitochondria, DNA) which then had been surround-
ed by nano-vesicles (formed out of the original membrane) 
and then began to circulate towards the cells in need. Except 
for the mitochondria (which can be transferred from one cell 
to another), the recirculation of sperm cell parts within nano-
vesicles remains unknown. 

3.3. Hypothesis about the Manifestation of High Speed 
Regeneration Process, Before and After Biological Trans-
formations Controlled by the Mind 

The medical literature is correct about degenerative pro-
cesses: they cannot be stopped. However, regenerative pro-
cesses are natural and can be stimulated under certain condi-
tions. For example, the human body can reduce the loss of 
vital substances in order to have resources to perform new 
tasks. Natural implications and uneducated regeneration are 
already present in the patient’s body, but cannot compete 
with the speed of degeneration. The evolution over time of 
the degeneration-regeneration mechanism can be described 
in several stages. 

Stage 1: A mature 18-20 years old healthy body has a re-
generation speed (Rs) that is about equal to degeneration 
speed (Ds): Rs ≈ Ds. This means, all cells, and cell orga-
nelles are having the best turn over and the entire body’s 
maintenances processes are at an optimal level. 
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Stage 2: After 18-20 years old, the body begins a very 
slow aging process. Ds slightly increases while Rs remains 
relatively constant (Ds ≥ Rs). Inflammations might occur, 
and acute short back pains may occur. 

Stage 3: At a given point in time, a degenerative process 
or a persistent inflammation many be manifest with repeated 
symptoms. In most cases, ordinary X-ray investigations 
highlight intervertebral disc problems. The patient is not able 
to increase Rs, while Ds continues to increase obtaining 
Ds > Rs). Rs simply cannot keep pace. 

Stage 4: After several more years, the patient began to 
use prescribed medication for ongoing pain and inflamma-
tions episodes. At that time he might be willing to help the 
body recover by increasing Rs; but, unfortunately, the de-
generation process is now too advanced and tends to further 
increase over time, obtaining Ds » Rs. 

With Ds much greater than Rs, it becomes an insur-
mountable barrier. Most DDD patients live the remainder of 
their lives in this stage, without any hope for a cure. Their 
quality of life depends on advancements in medical technol-
ogies and pharmaceutical therapies. To date, no one has ever 
been cured of DDD. 

Stage 5: The single-patient case study stimulated a hy-
pothesis based on the patient’s medical records. This sug-
gested that BTCM had stimulated or created a high speed 
regeneration process (HSRP). The effect is to increase Rs 
faster than Ds. As Rs increases, various tissue repairs be-
come more effective. Cell and cell organelle turnover im-
proves, symptoms decrease, inflammation reduces, and a real 
curing process can start. This stage is only possible during a 
self-educated BTCM.  

Stage 6: In this stage, the most logical understanding of 
the effects of BTCM leads to the hypothesis that Rs and Ds 
now have nearly an equal speed (Rs ≈ Ds) again, which at 
about 18-20 years of age. But this does not mean DDD had 
been cured. The curing process is still in progress simultane-
ously with the degeneration process. The process appears to 
have stopped the advancement of DDD, but the degeneration 
and regeneration processes are in relative equilibrium. The 
disease is not yet cured. 

Stage 7: After several more years of BTCM, the HSRP 
continue to increase Rs until it exceeds Ds (Rs ≥ Ds). This is 
the only logical situation for compensating for an ongoing 
degeneration process. The HSRP also cures already damaged 
tissue. The novel hypothesis of anti-aging research is to find 
a means to reverse (i.e., stop or slow down) aging. Biological 
laws do not forbid reversing the aging process; however, we 
simply do not yet have the necessary means to achieve this 
outcome. 

Stage 8: After six years of practicing BTCM, the patient 
presented three magnetic resonance images that showed evi-
dence of an advanced healing process. These images includ-
ed one before starting BTCM and two after starting BTCM. 
In this stage, BTCM may either slightly lower Ds, continued 
to increase Rs, or both. The net effect is that Rs > Ds creates 
healing. The third MRI showed additional, slight improve-
ments in the patient’s health. The patient no longer reports 
having any back pain, inflammations, headaches, rhinitis, or 
other symptoms. 

Stage 9: After 13 years of practicing BTCM, the patient 
observed a usual but also logical process of HSRP, which 
can be understood as a side effect of BTCM over healthy 
tissue and cells (Rs » Ds). It seems that some of them are 
having rejuvenation, while others might undergo a slow ag-
ing process. Patient’s photos, taken with a professional video 
camera, present skin rejuvenation, a slight reduction of face 
wrinkles, slightly improved skin color, and almost constant 
gray hair over the past 10 years. 

The MRI investigations highlighted the enduring effects 
of BTCM, improving health and even showing slow aging. 
The patient continues with BTCM, which in now uninter-
rupted for more than 13 years. None of the patient’s earlier 
medical conditions repeated itself or reappeared. 

CONCLUSION 

The main propose of this report is to demonstrate that 
DDD may be treated effectively with a new supplemental 
approach, without neglecting the benefits of other scientific 
developments and medical treatments. Even if there were to 
be only a few results, if the results improved the patient’s 
quality of life, then the gain is worthwhile. Future research, 
built on analyses of this single-patient case study, might pro-
vide more examples of using BTCM to cure DDD and im-
prove the quality of life.  

As shown in Fig. (2), another advantage of BTCM is the 
possibility of using it at any level, from (a) to (g) to improve 
the effectiveness of any of treatment from (1) to (7). BTCM 
does not require animal model research, toxicity testing, 
FDA approval, or clinical trial tests. BTCM can be applied 
directly by the patient through personal self-education.  

In the case of the single-patient case study, BTCM was 
shown to be useful in curing all of his medical problems. He 
also reported improved mental focus for job work; better 
balance in his emotional and intimate life; and, ultimately, 
enhanced meaning in his life.  

BTCM itself is not a cure, although it has shown en-
hanced healing effects. BTCM is more of a way of life or of 
personal development. It has the potential to contribute sig-
nificantly to improved therapeutic effects and patients’ over-
all sense of well-being. Improved quality of life should not 
be ignored as intangible: It is enormously valuable –perhaps 
invaluable– to those whose suffering is reduced or eliminat-
ed. 

We believe that BTCM reasonably should be taken into 
consideration for future research in DDD and other inflam-
matory diseases. The immediate goal would be to demon-
strate that the human body has resources –such as men’s 
sperm cells and sperm plasma, and women’s menstrual flu-
ids– that potentially have a secondary, previously undiscov-
ered role in rejuvenation and healing. BTCM still faces many 
challenges to achieve proper personal education. It may also 
be shown to have additional as-yet-undiscovered healing 
properties. We are confident that future detailed research will 
be able to support our working hypotheses. 
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